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Abstract 
vVe consider the fundamental Theorem of Approximation Theory from 
a constructive viewpoint, revealing that the theorem itself is fundamen-
tally non-constructive. \Ve subsequently present a development of a con-
structive alternative to the Fundamental Theorem, under the hypothesis 
that there is at most one best approximation in our linear space. Basic ap-
plications of this theorem are discussed and brief mention made regarding 
alternative additions to the hypothesis of the Fundamental Theorem. 
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1 Introduction 
Bishop's constructive mathematics provides a framework in which all results 
can in theory be implemented on a computer. It is not the only algorithmic 
alternative to classical mathematics, but it has the advantage that, although the 
proofs may seem complicated, all proofs within that framework are classically 
valid. 
The key way in which Bishop's constructive mathematics differs from clas-
sical mathematics is in the assertion, of the former, that an object exists if 
and only if it can be constructed. This means that we must reinterpret the 
logical connectives and quantifiers so that any proof of existence involves a con-
struction and any decisions involved can be made by a finite intelligence (for 
example, computers or people). Arend Heyting provided an axiomatic formal 
system that captured the principles used in constructive reasoning. The un-
derlying BHK-interpretation of the logical connectives and quantifiers is the 
following: 
• P V Q: we have either a proof of P or a proof of Q. 
• P 1\ Q: we have a proof of Panda proof of Q. 
• P =} Q: we can convert any proof of P into a proof of Q. 
• ~P: assuming P, we can derive a contradiction. 
• 3x P ( x): we have an algorithm that computes a certain x and another that 
shows that P(x) holds. 
• Vx E AP(x): we have an algorithm which, applied to x and a proof that 
x E A, shows that P(x) holds. 
This interpretation leads to certain important classical equivalences failing 
to hold. First, it is obvious that PV Q implies~ (~P V ~Q). Under traditional, 
or "classical", logic, the converse also holds; that is, in order to prove P V Q 
it is sufficient to prove that it is impossible for both P and Q not to hold. 
While intuitively this seems reasonable, working constructively it is clear that 
~ (~P V ~Q) does not provide sufficient information to decide (prove) whether 
P holds or Q holds, and so constructively 
An even more important consequence of our reinterpretation of the logical 
connectives and quantifiers results in the rejection of proof by contradiction, 
which relies on the classical equivalence 
3P(x) H ~vx~P(x). 
Working constructively, we see that the impossibility that P(x) fails to hold for 
all x in no way allows us to construct an x for which P(x) holds. The other 
direction of implication is, however, still valid. 
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These two fundamental differences between classical and constructive math-
ematics can be regarded as a result of the rejection of the Law of Excluded 
Middle (LEM), which says that for all statements P, 
holds. Classical mathematics, in fact, is equivalent to Bishop's constructive 
mathematics plus LE:tvi. 
Other "omniscience principles", weaker than the full LEM, which we must 
reject to ensure our mathematics is constructive include: 
• The Limited Principle of Omniscience (LPO): For each binary se-
quence (an ln;, 1, either an = 0 for all nor else there exists an n such that 
an= 1. 
• The Lesser Principle of Omniscience (LLPO): For each binary se-
quence (an ln;, 1 with at most one term equal to 1, either an = 0 for all 
even n or an = 0 for all odd n. 
• The Axiom of Choice: Let C be a collection of inhabited1 sets. Then 
there exists a so-called "choice function" f defined on C with the property 
that, for each set S in C, f( C) is a member of S. 
• Markov's Principle: For any binary sequence (an ln;, 1, if it is impossible 
for all terms to be equal to 0, then there exists a term that equals 1. 
The Axiom of Choice may not at first seem nonconstructive, but it was shown 
by Diaconescu [8] in a categorical setting, and later, in the context of set theory, 
by Goodman-:Myhill [9], to imply LE:tvi. There are, however, choice axioms that 
are often (but not universally) accepted in constructive mathematics; namely the 
Principle of Countable Choice, which states that any countable collection of 
non-empty sets has a choice function, and the weaker Principle of Dependent 
Choice: 
If X is a set, a E X, S is a subset of X x X, and for each x E X 
there exists 1J E X such that ( x, 1J) E S, then there exists a sequence 
(xn ln;, 1 in X such that Xl =a and (xn, Xn+ 1) E S for each positive 
integer n. 
Markov's Principle likewise is perhaps not obviously nonconstructive. It is 
rejected because it represents an unbounded search. 
vVe must be careful in interpreting the statement x # 0 for real numbers x. 
Constructively we define 
x # 0 {=} lxl > 0. 
Classically this is equivalent to the standard definition: x # 0 if and only 
~(x = 0). But constructively, the negative notion ~(x = 0) is computationally 
1 A set S is said to be inhabited if there exists an element of s; this is a stronger property than 
the impossibility of s being empty. In fact, the equivalence of these two properties implies LEM. 
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weaker than the positive one lxl > 0. In fact, the correspondence of these two 
-notions of x =/= 0 is equivalent to l:VIarkov's Principle. Rejecting that principle as 
nonconstructive, we use the computationally stronger condition lx -111 > 0 as 
our defining condition for the inequality relation =/= on the set of real numbers. 
The exclusion of the omniscience principles from constructive mathematics 
has serious constructive consequences. For instance, though the statement 
\fx (X = 0 V X =/= 0) (1) 
might seem unproblematic, it fails to hold constructively. To show this we 
present a "Brouwerian Counterexample": an example showing that a classically 
valid proposition constructively entails a nonconstructive principle such as the 
omniscience principles outlined above. 
Let ( Un ln;;, 1 be a binary sequence, and consider the binary number 
Assuming that the statement (1) holds under the constructive interpretation, 
we can decide either that x = 0 or that lxl > 0. In the first case we must have 
Un = 0 for all n. In the second we can compute a positive integer N such that 
lxl > z-N. If Un = 0 for all n '( N, then 
00 00 
n=N+1 n=N+1 
a contradiction. Since we can decide, for each n, whether Un = 0 or Un = 1, by 
testing a 1 , ... , UN in turn, we are guaranteed to find n '( N such that Un = 1 . 
Hence for each binary sequence ( Un ln;;, 1 either Un = 0 for all n or else there 
exists ann such that Un = 1. In other words, (1) implies LPO and is therefore 
nonconstructive. 
Another example of a classically "obvious" statement that fails to hold con-
structively is 
\fx(x) OVx '( 0). (2) 
This can be shown to imply LLPO by letting ( Un ln;;, 1 be a binary sequence with 
at most one term equal to 1 , and considering the alternating binary expansion 
00 
x = L (-l)nz-nun. 
n=1 
Fortunately there are useful constructive alternatives to such essentially om-
niscient statements as (1) and (2). Examples are the cotransitivity law, 
\fx E !R\fy E !R\fz E lR ( x < 1J =? x < z V z < 1J) , 
and the initially surprising statement 
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The surprise is elicited by the fact that the statement 
implies LPO. 
For further information on constructive mathematics see [6] or [1], to which 
the reader is directed for justification of statements that appear below with 
neither proof nor associated reference. 
2 Existence of Best Approximations 
Our main aim in this report is to explore constructively the foundations of 
approximation theory. 
Let X be a metric space, V a subspace of X, and x E X. A best approximation 
toxin Vis an element v0 E V such that p(x, v0 ) ~ p(x, v) for each v E V. We say 
that the subspace Vis proximinal (in X) if each x E X has a best approximation 
toxin V; in that case, Vis located, in the sense that for each x E X the distance 
p(x,V) =inf{p(x,y) :y EV} 
exists. (Note that the statement "Every inhabited subset of lE. is located" is 
equivalent to LPO.) 
Theorem 1 All finite dimensional s·ubspaces of a real normed space are prox-
iminal. 
Here is a classical proof. Fix x in X, and consider the closed ball B = 
B(0,2IIxlll in V. Since Vis finite dimensional, this ball is compact. But the 
distance function on X is (uniformly) continuous, so 
m=inf{p(x,s): s E B}= p(x,B) 
exists. For each 1J in V\B we have IIY II > 2llxll and therefore 
IIY- xll ~ IIYII-IIxll > llxll = llx- Oil~ p(x, B), 
since 0 E B. Hence p(x, V) exists and equals p(x, B). Since B is compact and 
the distance from B is a continuous function, p(x, V) = p(x, B) is attained; that 
is, there exists v E B c V such that p(x, V) = p(x, B). 
How does this proof fare constructively? The first problem we encounter is 
that of deciding whether s E B or s E V\B, which clearly entails determining 
that either s E B or s ¢:_B. But for real numbers, the statement 
Vs(s E B V s </:.B) 
implies LE.tvi. However, this difficulty is easily overcome as follows. 
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Take 
B = B (0, 2llxll + 1 l 
For each 11 in V we have either 111111 > 2llxll or else 111111 < 2llxll + 1. In the first 
case, llx -1111 > llxll ~ p(x, B) as in the foregoing classical proof. Hence p(x, V) 
exists and equals p(x, B). 
The real problem from a constructive standpoint is the idea that since B 
is compact, p(x, B) is attained. For there is no algorithm that, applied to any 
uniformly continuous function on a compact interval of the line, will enable us to 
compute a point where that function attains its infimum; indeed, the existence 
of such an algorithm is equivalent to LLPO (8.3.2 of [10]). So we see that our 
classical proof of the Fundamental Theorem, with the minor adjustment given 
in the second to last paragraph, provides only a constructive proof that p(x, B) 
exists. In other words, we have a constructive proof that all finite-dimensional 
subspaces of a normed space are located. 
So our classical proof of the Fundamental Theorem is essentially noncon-
structive. But is this just a failure of this particular proof or is it indicative of 
a more fundamental failure? This question is answered by the following Brouw-
erian example (due to F. Richman). 
Proposition 2 The Fundamental Theorem of Approximation theory implies 
LLPO. 
Proof. Let X = llt2 with the maximum norm 
ll(x, 11lll = max{lxl, 1111}, 
and let 
v = lit (cos 8' sin 8) ' 
where 8 E lit. Given 181 << n/2, suppose that we can find a best approximation, 
say ( x, 11), to the point ( 0, 1 ) in V. We may assume that I 8 I is so small that 
lxl > 1111 . Either X < 1 /2 or X > -1 /2. In the first case, if 8 > 0 then X > 0 and 
p ((0, 1), (x, 11ll max{lxl, 11 -111} 
1-11 
> 1 -11' 
p ((1 '0), (1/2, 11')) 
where (1 /2, 11') E lit (cos 8, sin 8). This contradicts that (x, 11) is a best approx-
imation to (0, 1 ). Hence ~(8 > 0) and so (by Lemma 2.1.4. of [6]) 8 ~ 0. 
Similarly if X > -1 /2 then 8 ~ 0 and so the F\mdamental Theorem implies that 
for all real 8, either 8 ~ 0 or 8 ~ 0. This, in turn, implies LLPO. 
II 
Corollary 3 The Fundamental Theorem of Approximation theory is construc-
tively equivalent to LLPO. 
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Proof. Since the statement 
Every uniformly continuous mapping of a compact set into the real line attains 
its infim·um 
is equivalent to LLPO, the desired conclusion follows directly from the preceding 
proposition. 11 
Thus we are forced to conclude that a new "fundamental theorem" is re-
quired, rather than a new proof. 
Examining Richman's Brouwerian counterexample, we see that the choices 
for X and V are essentially the prototypical examples of a vector space and a 
finite-dimensional linear space and subsequently the most fundamental choices 
of X and V. So if we hope to come up with a reasonable constructive alternative 
to the Fundamental Theorem, we must assume that the problem lies elsewhere. 
The use of the maximum norm in Richman's Brouwerian example is essential: 
if the same example is considered with the Euclidean norm instead, then the best 
approximation to (0, 1) exists. Furthermore, the obvious place where problems 
arise is when e is close to 0; in fact, taking e = 0 and using the maximum norm, 
we see that there are infinitely many best approximations to ( 0, 1 )-namely, the 
elements of the set {(x, 0) : x E [0, 1]}. 
So we have to add something to the hypotheses of the Fundamental Theorem 
in order to avoid this particular counterexample. The "something" introduced 
in [2] is given in the next definition. 
Definition. Let X be a normed space, V an n-dimensional subspace of X, 
and a an element of X. vVe say that a has at most one best approximation in V 
if 
max{ffu -vff, flu -v'ff} > p(a, V) 
whenever v, v' are distinct elements of V. 
Vve now present, without proof, a few results (found in [6] as 2.2.14, 4.2.2, 
and 4.2.3 respectively) that we shall call upon later. 
Proposition 4 Let f be a uniformly continuous mapping of a totally bounded 
metric space X into R. Then the set 
X(f, r) = {x EX: f(x) ~ r} 
is either compact or empty for all but countably many r E R 
Lemma 5 Let {e1, ... , en} be a basis of an n-dimensional subspace V of a 
normed space X, let 1 ~ m < n, and let W be the subspace of X with basis 
{el, ... , em}. Then the span of {em+ 1, ... , en} is an (n- m)-dimensional sub-
space of the quotient space X\ W. 
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Lemma 6 Let x, e be elements of a real normed space X with e =/= 0, and for 
each /5 > p ( x, lRe) wr·ite 
56 = {t E lR: llx- tell < 8}, 
If S& is compact, then it is a proper compact interval [m, M] in JR. Moreover, 
llx- mel I = 8 = llx- Mel I , 
Without being able to make the omniscient choices embodied by principles 
such as LLPO it is not surprising that, in proving a constructive version of the 
F\mdamental Theorem, we (must?) resort to using induction on the dimension 
of our finite dimensional subspace, To this end we present the following lemma, 
which provides the basis for this induction. 
Lemma 7 Let X be a real normed space, let x, e be points of X with e =/= 0, and 
let d ~ 0. If for all distinct t, t' E V we have max{llx- tell, llx- t' ell} > d, 
then there exists T E lR s1tch that 
llx--rell > d=} p(x,JRe) >d. 
In order to prove this lemma, we use a very powerful constructive technique, 
the ",\-technique", which, typically under the assumption that one of the spaces 
involved is complete, allows us to avoid otherwise necessary appeals to omni-
science principles. Here we mark the attainment of one of two alternatives, 
dependent on n, by the values of a binary sequence (An ln;;, 1. In most cases, 
if An = 1 the desired property is attained. We then construct an appropriate 
Cauchy sequence in our complete space, and using its limit, find N such that 
~(,\n = 0); in that case we must have An = 1, so the desired property holds. 
For more on this, see Chapter 3 of [6]. 
This technique often leads to proofs of statements that at first seem noncon-
structive, such as the preceding lemma, which we now prove. 
Proof. The basic idea is to create a sequence ( Un ln;;, 1 such that the terms 
p(x, unl are successively closer to p(x,lRe). For each n we make the decision 
that either p(x,lRe) < d + 1/n or p(x,JRe) > d, letting T = aN if N is the 
smallest integer for which we have decided that p(x,JRe) >d. In that case, 
~ (p(x,JRe) < d + 1/N), 
so p( x, JRe) > d. Vve then proceed to show that such an N exists. 
To formalise this we fixe E lR\{0} and make use of the closed convex sets 
introduced in Lemma 6. vVe construct an increasing binary sequence (lin ln;;, 1, 
real sequences ( Un ln;;,1 and (bn ln;;,1, and a strictly decreasing sequence (bn ln;;,1 
of positive numbers, such that: 
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• sbn is the proper compact interval [an, bn]; 
• if An = 0, then p( x, JE.e) < Dn < 1 + 1 /n and, if n ? 2, 
2 
0 < bn- Un ~ 3 (bn-1- Un-1); (3) 
• if An= 1, then p(x,JE.e) >d. 
To start the construction, we note that either p(x, JR) > d or p(x, JR) < d + 1. 
In the former case there is nothing to prove, so without loss of generality we 
can assume p(x,JR) < d + 1 and set An = 0. Using Proposition 4 and Lemma 
6, we then compute 61 > 0 such that 56 1 is a proper compact interval [a1, b1l. 
Next, suppose that we have constructed An-1, Un-1, bn-1 , and Dn-1 with the 
desired property. If An-1 = 1, set 
(4) 




C :zlan-1 +bn-1l· 
By our hypothesis, 
r =max {II a- (c- £)ell, II a- (c +£)ell}> d, 
so either p(x,JE.e) > d or else p(x,JE.e) < min{r,d+~}. In the first case we 
define our numbers as at 4. In the second we set An = 0 and, using Proposition 
4, choose Dn such that 
p(x,JE.e) < Dn <min { Dn-1, r, d+ ~} 
and S6n is compact. By Lemma 6, S6n is a proper compact interval [an,bnl 
contained in S6n-1· 
Since max{lla- (c- £)ell, II a- (c +£)ell}> d either II a- (c- £)ell> d or 
II a- (c +£)ell >d. In the first case a-(c-E)e rt sbn and so, since sbn is convex, 
sbn c [an-1, c- Ee) or sbn c (c- Ee, bn_Jl, In the second sbn c [an-1, c+Ee) 
or sbn c (c + Ee, bn_Jl, In all cases, 
our inductive construction is complete. 
From 10, for An = 0 and n ? 2 we now have 
(
2)n-1 
0 < bn - Un ~ 3 (b1 - U1) 
g 
and thus, in light of 4, for all n, 
(
2)n-1 O~Un-1-Un~ 3 (b1-a1) 
since, by virtue of the construction process, Un+ 1 ) Un and bn ) Un+ 1. Hence 
( Un ln;;: 1 is a Cauchy sequence and therefore converges to a limit t E R 
Finally, suppose that llx- tell > d, and compute N such that 
If AN = 0, then 
1 
llx- aN ell = &N > d + N , 
a contradiction. Hence AN = 1, and therefore p(x,lRe) >d. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 7. 11 
Definition. A subspace V of a metric space X is said to be quasiprox-
iminal (in X) if for each x E X that has at most one best approximation in V, 
there exists a best approximation to x in V. 
vVe now present a constructive version of the Fundamental Theorem of Ap-
proximation Theory. 
Theorem 8 Every finite-dimensional subspace of a real normed space is quasi-
proximinal. 
Proof. Let V be a finite-dimensional subspace of a real normed space X, and 
let a E X have at most one best approximation in V. If dim(V) = 0, then the 
result is trivial. If dim(V) = 1, then we pick e f 0 such that V = lRe, and 
apply Lemma 7 with x = a and d = p( a, V) to construct t E lR such that 
lla-tell = p(a,V). Then te is a best approximation toxin V. We complete 
the proof by induction on dim(V). Accordingly, suppose we have proved that 
all n-dimensional subspaces of real normed spaces are quasiproximinal, and 
consider the case where Vis n-dimensional, with basis {e1, ... , en+ 1}. Letting 
Y = lRen+ 1 , we see from Lemma 5 that V /Y is an ( n- 1 )-dimensional subspace 
of X/Y with basis {e1, ... , en}. Note that for each x in X we have 
p(x, V) = inf { llx- vllx;Y : v E V} = Px;v (x, V), 
where Px;Y denotes the metric associated with the quotient norm on X/Y. Given 
v E V, we compute ex E lR such that if II a- v- cxen+ 1 II > p( a, V), then 
II a- vllx;Y = p(a- v,lRen+1) > p(a, V). 
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To do so, note that for distinct real numbers t, t' we have 
ll(v + ten+1)- (v + t'en+1 lll =It- t'lllen+1il # 0, 
so, by our hypothesis that a has at most one best approximation in V, 
max{iia- v- ten+1il, II a- v- t' en+1il} > p(a, V). 
vVe can now apply Lemma 7 with x = a- v, e = en, and d = p( a, V) to 
compute the ex we wanted. Having done so, let v' E V be distinct from v, and 
compute, in the same way, ex' E lR such that if II a- v'- ex' en+ 1 II > p( a, V), 
then II a- v'llx;v > p( a, V). Since 
ll(v + exen+1)- (v' + ex'en+1 lll ll(v -v') +(ex- ex') en+1il 
? llv- v'llx;v > 0, 
our hypotheses ensure that 
max{iia -v- exen+1il, II a -v'- ex'en+1il} > p(a, V). 
Hence, by our choice of ex and ex', 
max {II a -vllx;Y, II a -v'llx;Y} > p(a, V) = Px;y(a, V). 
Thus a has at most one best approximation in then-dimensional subspace V/Y 
of the quotient space X/Y. Applying the induction hypothesis, we obtain a best 
approximation v to a in V /Y. Then 
p(a- v,Ren+ 1) =II a- vllx;Y = Px;y(a, V) = p(a, V). 
For this choice of v, construct ex (as earlier) such that if II a- v- exen+ 1ll > 
p(a, V), then ila-vllx;v > p(a, V). We clearly have 
~fila -v- exen+1il > p(a, V)) 
and therefore 
II a -v- exen+1il = p(a, V). 
This completes the inductive proof of our theorem. II 
Theorem 8 is classically equivalent to the classical Fundamental Theorem. 
For if no best approximations to x in V exist, then clearly x has at most one best 
approximation in V, and therefore, by the theorem, it has a best approximation 
in V-a contradiction. 
For an application of Theorem 8 we introduce a property that applies to 
many important types of normed space (such as the lp-spaces-see Chapter 6 
of [1]). 
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Definition. A normed space X is said to be uniformly convex if for 
each £ > 0 there exists [J with 0 < [J < 1 such that if x, -y are unit vectors in X 
and 11-}(x+-ylll > 1-li, then llx--yll < £. 
Thus X is uniformly convex if, when the average of two unit vectors is nearly 
a unit vector, the two unit vectors are close. Uniform convexity rules out corners 
in balls of the space. (It is easily seen that JR2 , taken with the maximum norm, 
is not uniformly convex, precisely because its unit ball has sharp corners.) 
Proposition 9 Every finite-dimensional subspace of a real uniformly convex 
normed space is proximinal. 
Proof. Let X be a real uniformly convex normed space, V a finite-dimensional 
subspace of X, and a a point of X. In view of Theorem 8, it is enough to prove 
that a has at most one best approximation in V To this end let v, v' E V be 
distinct and let ex= llv- v'll > 0. Set 
ex 
£=----,-------,-----.,--,--
3(1 + p(x, V)) 
and choose [J E (0, 1) such that 
ex ex 
p(a,V)+6 < 6(1-li) 
and such that if x, 1J E V are unit vectors with II-} (x + 1J) II > 1 - li, then 
llx --y II < £. For convenience, let 
m=max{lla-vll ,lla-v'll}. 
Either p(a, V) < m or m < p(a, V) + ex/6. In the latter case, if p(a, V) < ex/6, 
then 
ex= llv-v'll ~ lla-vll + lla-v'll 
< 2(p(a,V)+~)<ex 
a contradiction; so p( a, V) ) ex/6 > 0, and therefore both II a- vii ) ex/6 and 




w !Ia ~v'll (a- v'), 
we have 
llw+w'll lllla~vll (a-v) + lla~v'll (a-v')ll 
ll(lla~vll + 1/a~v'll) a- (lla~vllv+ lla~v'llv')ll 
(lla~vll + lla~v'll) 1/a-v"ll' 
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where 
v = v+ v E . " lla-vlllla-v'll ( 1 1 ') V. lla-vll+lla-v'll lla-vll lla-v'll 
Hence 
llw+w'll Cla~vll + lla~v'll) p(a,V) 
2 ex 






and therefore lf-!·(w + w') II > 1 -5. Since w, w' are unit vectors, it follows that 
llw -w'll <E.. Thus 
llv-v'll 11(1-~f~~~D (v-a)-p(a,V)(w-w') 
( p( a, Y) ) ( 1 II + 1-lla-v'll a-v) 
~ llla-vll-p(a,Yllllwll +p(a,V) llw-w'll 
< 
+Ilia -v'll- p(a, Yllllw'll 
II a -vii- p(a,V) + p(a,V) llw-w'll + lla-v'll- p(a, V) 
ex cxp( a, V) ex 
6 + 3(1 + p(a, V)) + 6 
< ex. 
Once again we have arrived at a contradiction to the definition of ex. This rules 
out the case m < p( a, V) + cx/6. Hence m > p( a, V), so a has at most one best 
approximation in V. 111 
Theorem 8 says that any finite-dimensional subspace of a real normed space 
X with at most one best approximation to x E X contains one; that is we can 
construct a best approximation to x in V. The hypothesis then ensures that 
this best approximation is unique. In light of this, it seems natural that one 
should attempt to apply Theorem 8 to situations where best approximations 
are classically unique, perhaps by converting a classical proof of the uniquemess 
of a best approximation into a constructive proof that there is at most one best 
approximation. This is precisely what we have done in Proposition 9. 
3 Chebyshev Approximation 
An important case where best approximations are classically unique is Cheby-
shev approximation over [0, 1]. In this case, given elements <PJ, ¢ 2 ... , <Pn of the 
13 
space C[O, 1] of continuous functions on [0, 1] taken with the sup norm 
lie!> II= sup{cp(x) : x E [0, 1]}, 
we define 
<f-l(x) = (cpdx), ... , cl>n (x)) (x E [0, 1]) 
and 
II<PII = sup{II<P(xlll 2 : x E [0, 1]}, 
where II 11 2 is the usual Euclidean norm on JRn. Now define mappings 13, y 
(0, 1/n] ---1JR+ as follows. For each <X E (0, 1/n], 
• if n = 1 , then 
f3(cx) = inf{lc!>11: x E [0, 1]}; 
• if n) 2, then 
and 
. { f3(cx) } 
y(cxl=mm II<PII,n,12(n-ll!f1~=,(1+II<PIIl . 
Note that in the case n ) 2, f3 (<X) is well defined since the mapping 
is uniformly continuous on the compact set 
{ (XJ, ... , Xn) E JRn : 0 ::::; Xl, ... , Xn ::::; 1, min lxi- Xj I ) ex} . 1 ~i<j.(n 
Definition. We call the set {cp 1 , ••• , cl>n} of elements of C [0, 1] a Cheby-
shev system if 
f3(cx) > 0 for each <X E (0, 1/n]. 
This condition is classically equivalent to the Haar condition: every finite 
linear combination of cp 1 , ... , cl>n has at most n- 1 zeroes in [0, 1]. 
The best known, and perhaps most important, example of a Chebyshev 
system is the set of polynomial functions {1, x, x2, ... , xn} over [0, 1]. 
If {cp 1 , ... , cl>n} is a Chebyshev system, then the functions cp 1 , •.. , cl>n are 
linearly independent and span an n-dimensional subspace H of C [0, 1]. Given 
a E C[0,1] and p E H, we say that an ordered pair (j,(XJ, ... ,Xnll, with 
j E {0, 1} and 0 ::::; XJ < Xz < · · · < Xn+ 1 ::::; 1, is an alternant of a and p if 
k . (-1) - 1 (a-p)(xkl=lla-pll (1 ::::;k::::;n+1). 
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Classically, p is a best approximation to a in H if and only if there exists an 
alternant of a and p. Since this characterisation of "best Chebyshev approxi-
mations" fails constructively (see [3]), in the constructive development of the 
theory we replace the notion of alternant by the following weaker one. 
For £ > 0, and £-alternant of a E C [0, 1] and p E H is an ordered pair 
(j,(XJ, ... ,Xn))suchthatjE{0,1},0(x1 <xz<···<Xn+l (;1,and 
(-1)k-i(a-p)(xkl>lla-pll-£ (1 (k(;n+l). 
vVe then have this characterisation of best Chebyshev approximations. 
Theorem 10 Let H be the linear span of a Chebyshev system in C [0, 1], and 
let a E C [0, 1) . A necessary and s'Ufficient condition for b E H to be a best 
Chebyshev approximation to a in H is that, for each £ > 0, there exists an 
£-alternant of a and b ( [5}, Theorem 2}. 
vVith the help of Theorem 10, the constructive existence of best Chebyshev 
approximations can be established as a special case of Theorem 8; see [3]. 
However, the constructive attainment of a best Chebyshev approximation can 
be established more directly, using Theorem 10 but without appeal to Theorem 
8. This direct approach actually provides more numerical information than the 
former one, which is hardly surprising since Theorem 8 is a very general one. 
There is a classical algorithm for finding best Chebyshev approximations: 
the Remes algorithm. It is interesting to note though, that the classical proof 
of the convergence of the Remes algorithm uses a contradiction argument, and 
consequently provides no information on its rate of convergence. For numerical 
analysts this is hardly an ideal situation, and highlights the value of developing 
approximation theory constructively. In the case of a slightly modified version 
of the Remes algorithm, the convergence was proved (constructively), and hence 
rates of convergence given explicitly, by Bridges in [4], 
4 Concluding Remarks 
To end the report, we make some remarks about possible alternatives to the 
"at most one best approximation" condition that we used in Theorem 8. One 
alternative is the condition that a E X has isolated best approximations in 
V: this means that for each v E V, each e f 0 in V, and each £ > 0, there exists 
71 E lR such that 0 < 1711 <£and II a -v -71ell > p(e, V). However, this condition 
is actually equivalent to a having at most one best approximation in V! To see 
this, first observe that if a has at most one best approximation, then, almost 
trivially, it has isolated best approximations. Conversely, if it has isolated best 
approximations, consider distinct points v, v' of V Set e = v' - v and pick a 
scalar 71 such that 0 < 1711 < 1/2 and 
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Then, with 0 <ex= 1/2 +A< 1 we have 
(1-cx)p(a,V)+cxp{a,V) p{a,V) 
< lla-v-G+A)(v'-v)ll 
II a -v- cx(v' -vlll 
11(1- ex) (a-v) + cx(a-v'lll 
~ (1-cxllla-vll+cxlla-v'll, 
so either II a- vii > p(a, V) or II a- v'll > p(a, V). 
Another possible condition is that best approximations to a in V are isolated 
relative to a given basis {e1, ... , en} of V, in the sense that for each v E V, each 
i (1 ~ i ~ n), and each £ > 0, there exists A E lR such that IAI < £ and 
II a -v- Aeill > p{a, V). However, the adaptation of the proof of Theorem 8 
that one requires in order to produce a corresponding result with this new 
condition breaks down at the induction step: since the quotient norm is at most 
the original norm on X, there seems no hope of proving that best approximations, 
relative to the quotient norm, in the subspace of X/Y with basis {e1, ... , en} are 
isolated relative to that basis. In fact, the sought-for result does not hold, as 
the following Brouwerian example shows: 
Let X = JR3 , with the norm 
II (x, 1J, z) II = max{lxl, lvl} + lzl, 
and let 
v = span{{cos e,sin e, 1), {0, 0,1)} 
for some fixed 8 E JR. With a = {0, 1, 0), it is easy to show that the preced-
ing paragraph holds and that the best approximation to a is in the subspace 
lR (cos 8,: sin 8,: 0) of V (that is, when z = 0). This gives us essentially the same 
counterexample we had for the classical Fundamental Theorem. 
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